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ABSTRACT
Representation of Special Polynomials 
By the Cycle Indicator
by
Jack L. Schofield Jr.
Dr. Peter Shiue, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Mathematics 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Certain classes of special functions have been shown to have Cycle Indicator 
representations as well as recurrence relations. Most remarkably, it is shown how the 
Cycle Indicator can be used to unify or generalize special functions. Methods o f unifying 
special functions are elaborated on. It follows that classical special functions with simple 
logarithms of their generating functions can be classified in this way. Also, there are 
counter-examples where the Cycle Indicator doesn’t represent the special functions 
given.
This thesis represents a study of a journal article called “Cycle Indicators and Special 
Functions” by Leetsch C. Hsu and Peter Jau-Shyong Shiue in the Annals o f 
Combinatorics (cf. Hsu and Shiue, [10]).
Ill
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PREFACE
Dedicated to my new bride, Janette, and my valiant and loyal parents.
This thesis will introduce the Cycle Indicator, as well as theorems, corollaries, proofs, 
definitions, examples, applications, and research related to the Cycle Indicator, relations, 
identities, formulas and special functions. It will demonstrate the computations and 
derivations involving the use o f the cycle indicator to discover some generalizations of 
special functions for which, heretofore, there has been no unifying theory.
The introduction has three parts laying the foundation o f the cycle indicator. Chapters 
1 .2 ,3  introduces cycle classes, permutation groups, the formula for calculating the 
number o f permutations o f a cycle group, proofs, and examples. It defines the cycle 
indicator and gives examples, and gives the C„ -type representation formulation of the 
formal power series d)(r) with corollaries and proofs. In Chapters 4, 5 examples o f cycle 
indicator representations of the generating functions o f some special functions are given, 
along with a definition of C, - representability. This is followed by perhaps the most
interesting results o f cycle indicator applications involving the generalization or 
unification of special functions, where, heretofore, there have been none. Also, a counter 
example is given where the cycle indicator fails to apply. Chapters 6, 7. 8 on applications, 
explore cycle indicator representations o f a whole class o f special functions called the 
Sheffer special function polynomials. Likewise the same is done with the Gegenbauer
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
special function polynomials. Also Recurrence Relations o f Special Functions are 
explored.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: CYCLE CLASSES
Key Words:
Cycle Indicator, C, -representation. C, -representability 
Definition 1.1:
Let it, be non-negative integers such that k̂  -t- 2k^ + • • • + = n . where n is
a natural number. Let 5, be the symmetric group o f n letters. If o-{n) e  5, contains
unit cycles, 2-cycles,..., k^ n-cycles, then cr(n) is called the cycle class I*' 2‘'' .
Example 1.1:
(123) e  is o f  cycle class 1°2“3‘ because -r2^, + 3A:, = 3 , > 0 .
k̂  = 0,k, = O.kj = I , so the cycle class is l“2'^3‘ .□
Example 1.2:
In Sj there are six permutations o f 3 elements, and they can be divided into cycle 
classes as follows:
Class Permutations
I"2"3‘ (123), (132)
1'2'3" (I2)(3),(13)(2),(23)(1)
I'2°3" (I)(2)(3). a
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Example 13:
The permutations in provides another example; there are 24 permutations:
Class Permutations
r2°3°4 ' (1234), (1243), (1324), (1342), (1423). (1432).
1‘2°3‘4“ (123)(4), (I24)(3), (132)(4), (134)(2),
(I42)(3), (I43)(2),(234)(l), (243)(1) 
l-2'3"4= (12)(3)(4), (13)(2)(4), (I4)(2)(3),
(23)(I)(4), (24)(1)(3), (34)(I)(2) 
l'2"3°4° (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)
1'2*3*4* (l)(2)(3)(4).o
Theorem 1.1:
Let cr(«) e  5 ,.  If C (^ ,,^ ,, .. . .^ ,)  is the number o f permutations o f cycle class 
1̂’2*-•••/I*' then
 .
where k̂  -r 2Æ, h 1- nk„ = n.  A' > 0 .
Proof: (Riordan [14])
To prove this formula, take an arbitrary permutation, a{ n)  e  5 , of cycle class
1*' 2": ---n*’ , and permute in all n! ways. The resulting permutations are not distinct for 
the following 2 reasons:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
First, cycles containing the same elements in the same cyclic order are the same. In an 
r cycle, there are r possible initial elements and therefore r possible duplications ; the total 
number of such duplications is I*'2*= ---n*', therefore, these are divided out.
Second, the relative position of cycles is immaterial. Since r-cycles may be 
permuted in k! ways, duplications are enumerated by and divided out.
Finally, the total number of such duplications for the first reason times the total 
number of duplications for the second reason gives: I*'2*-•••n*' multiplied by 
- A:,! Hence, this product in the denominator divides out the duplications and 
hence gives the formula:
Example 1.4:
In 5, there are six permutations of 3 elements, and they can be divided into cycle 
classes with the number o f permutations as follows:
Class Permutations Number
I"2“3‘ (123), (132) c(O.O.I)=— ----- = 2
V / i»2"3'0!0!I!
l'2'3" (I2)(3),(I3)(2),(23)(l) c ( I . I . O ) = ^ - J ------= 3
l ‘2‘3'̂ m!0!
(IXDO) C ( 3 . 0 . 0 ) = p ^ ^  = l .
Example 1.5:
The permutations in provides another example; there are 24 permutations:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Class
l"2“3°4‘
l'2°3‘4'’
I2 2 I3 0 4 0
1 0 3 : 3 0 4 0
1-‘2"3«4°
Permutations 
(1234), (1243), (1324),
(1342), (1423), (1432)
(I23)(4),(I24)(3),(I32)(4),
(134)(2),(142)(3),(143)(2),
(234)(I), (243)(I) 
(12)(3)(4),(13)(2)(4),(14)(2)(3),
Number
4!
 =6
r2"3"4'0!0!0!I!
C(1.0.1.0)=- 41
1‘2'*3'4''1!0U!0!
4!
=  8
(23)(l)(4).(24)(1)(3).(34)(1)(2) C (2 .l.0 .0 ) = - ,- , - ---------= 6
U2‘3"4''2fl!0!0!
4!
(12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23) C ( 0 , Z 0 . 0 ) = - p p ^ , ÿ ^  =3
(1)(2)(3)(4) 41
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CHAPTER 2
THE CYCLE INDICATOR
Definition 2.1: (Polya[l3] and Riordan[l4])
Let « be a natural number and let ,Ar, , be non-negative integers such that
A, +2&, H = n .  The cycle indicator •••./,) o f the symmetric group 5,
is defined by
= X  " C  (2.1)
where the sum is taken over all p o s s i b l e s a t i s f y i n g  k̂  +2Æ, +--- + nk^ =n,  
or equivalently, <r(«) = I*' 2*= ■■n‘' . By (I.I), (2.1) can be written as follows
nl
A:,! T J  ■■■
- (2.2)
Example 2.1:
Examples include computations for the first four instances, followed by a listing up to
Cq (^1-̂ 2' *̂ 9 )
(I) C , ) = f ,, because for k̂  =l  = n.
Thus C,(r, ) - -  c,.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(2) C, (f, ) = f|" because for + 2k, = 2 = m , then either:
k. = 0, k, = 1, as 0 + 2 -1 = 2 , or
k, = 2 , k, = 0 as 2-r2 0 = 2.
J J 2!0! M i t !
(3) Cj (r, .r, .f, ) = r /  + 3/,r, + 2 /j, because for k, + 2k, + 3kj = 3 = n , then:
k, = O.k, = O.kj = I , as 0 + 2 0 + 3 1  = 3 , or
k, = l,k , = I,k , = 0 , as 1 + 2 1  + 3 0  = 3 , or
k, = 3. k, = 0, k; = 0 , as 3 + 2 0 + 3 0 = 3,
Thus
3!
oioni
oy, V 3!
3 ; mio! v2y l 3 31010!
t. i
= 2rj + 3 tjt,+ tf.
(4) Q (r, ,r^ ) = ̂ |' +6r,'f, +3r,* +8^^ +6r^, because for
k, + 2k, + 3kj + 4k^ = 4 = n , then: 
k, = 4 ,k , =0,k] = 0 ,k j = 0 , as 4 + 2  0 + 3 0 + 4 0 = 4 . or
k, = 2 ,k , = l,k j =0,k^ = 0  . as 2 + 2 1  + 3 0 + 4 0 = 4 ,or
k, = l,k , =0,k] = l,k j = 0 ,  as 1 + 2- 0 + 3 1  + 4 0 = 4 , or
k, = 0 ,k , =2 ,k j =0,k^ = 0 , as 0 + 2- 2 + 3- 0 + 4 0 = 4 ,or 
k, = 0 ,k , =0,kj =0,k^ = I as 0 + 2-0 + 3 0 + 4-1 = 4 .
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Thus
Q (r, ) -  —
4!( r ^ 4!
2 !1! v2y
4! YiiY
<3;
4!
71
i iY  -  f f i i .
II u
= + 6 r‘f, + 8 f/ 3  + 2 t:  + 6 r^
Similarly, we can obtain:
(5) C; {r, . f , . / ;  . ^ 5  ) = rf + 1 O r , + 15 t; t;  + 20r,’r. + 2 0 r ,t 3 + 30r, + 2 4 r ,,
(6 ) (r, ,r , .r ,  ,r^ ./j .r^ j
= r," +I5r,%  +45r,’r; +40r,^3 +15ri +120r,r,rj + 9 0 r , \  + 40rf + 90r,r^ 
I44r,r, +120r^
(7) C .(r, . / , . / 3 . r , . / , . r ^ . : , )
= r,' + 2 1 r 'r ; + 105r,^r; + 70r,% + 105r, d  + 420r,‘r,t3 +210r,%
2 1 Ot:i^ + 280f, r; + 630r, r,r^ + 504r,'r;
420^3^4 +504r,rj + 840r, r̂  +720r-
(8 ) Cg ^r, .r, . ^ 3  .^4 ,r. ,fj j
= i f  + 28r,"r, +210r,"r; + 1 1 2 r,-f3 +420r,'ri +1 l 2 0 r,̂ f, / 3  + 4 2 0 / , " ^ 4  
+ 1 0 5 / 3  +1680/, /Ç/ 3  +1120/,*/-: + 2520/,-/,/4 +1344/,^/;
+1120/,/; + I 2 6 O/3 / 4  + 3 3 6 0 /,/3/4 + 4 0 3 2 /,/ ,/ , + 3360/,%
+ 1 2 6 0 /;+ 2 6 8 8 /3 / 5  +3360/,/^ + 5 7 6 0 /,/. +5040/,
(9) CTq ^/, , / , . / 3 . / 4 , / 5 ,/g ,/. ./g./q j
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= rf +36/,^/, +378/f/, +168/,% +1260/,^/^ + 2520/,%/j +756/%  
945/,/;+7560/;/%  +3360/,'/; +7560/,'/^/^ +3024/,"/,
+2520/% +10080/,/,/; +11340/,/,% +15120/,%/q +18144/,%/, 
+10080/,% + 2 2 4 O/3'  + 1 5 1 2 O/3 /3 / 4  +9072/,% +11340/,/; 
+24192/,/,/, +30240/,/,/, +25920/,%
+ 1 8 1 4 4 /4 / 5  + 20 1 6 O/3 /, +25920/,/; +45360/,/g +40320/,
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CHAPTERS
THE CYCLE INDICATOR AND C,-TYPE REPRESENTATION 
Lemma 3.1: (Riordan[ 14])
Let A(r) = / ( u ) ,  u = g ( i ) ,  % , - ,g .)  = ^ ^ , a n d
" ( i f  lu = !!(0 ’ d f
Then we have Di Bruno's Formula:
«!/n f  gi 1 ^2^
Ik,! - k / l l i j . 2 %
Proof: (Riordan[I4])
By successive differentiation of A(r):
A = f i g ,
4  = / i
4  = f i g }  + 3 /, + / j  g f
The general form may be written
% = f  (3.1)
Note that the coefficients depend only on the derivatives g, ,g 2 ,-"g „ , 
as indicated by the expanded notation of the second line, and not on the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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. Hence they may be determined by a special choice o f / .
Let /(m )  = c“'“ ,so  = and =
Then % ( / , g , ,• • •,g , ) = ^ . ^ ( g , , - ,g ,) ,  which means that
k=l
' g . ) = (g, , - , g , ). (3.2)
k«{
Let
(a .g , .•••.g„) = t;'‘̂ ’' ' ’.4„ ( / .g ,  -•••.g„ ). (3.3)
We wish to determine the coefficients of a* in 5, (a .g , . ). This will tell us the
coefficients o f ( g , . ■ • •. g„ ). Then by the Principle o f Mathematical Induction and 
using Liebniz formula for differentiation of a product
»  (3.4)
K=0\'̂  J
,£* ; c
jn^k
•‘SO) d
df"-* dd
= ^ Z  I  k -*  ' - ' g .  (^) = a g (B (a )  + g)"
« =0 V ̂  /
we get a Binomial Theorem formulaic expression where 
(.4(a))* = %  (a ) , g ‘ = g* .
Instances o f  (3.4) with (a) = 1 are
(a ) = ag,
5, (a ) = ag, + ag, 5, (a) = ag, + a 'g ;
5j (a) = agj + 2ag,B, (a) + ag  ̂B. (a) =agj + 3a'g,g, + a'gf
which agree with the results preceding (3.1).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Il
Next, (3.4) implies the exponential generating function relation
expuB(a) = ̂ 5 „ ( a ) u '’ //i'. = expa[ug, + u 'g ,/2 !+ ---]  = expaG («) (3.5)
nsQ
with G(m) = e x p (« g )-g „ , g ” =g„.
Differentiation of (3.5) and equating coefficients of u" gives (3.4).
Finally, expanding (3.4), using the multinomial theorem, and equating 
coefficients of u" gives the explicit formula
(") = ] [
a*n! ' i L iiL
< 2 ! , X ^ - y
(3.6)
a-(ii) !k, ! !
with k = k, +k, -i— k , , the sum over all solutions in non-negative integers of 
k, + 2k, H K nk^ = n . or over all partitions o f n.
T h en b y O .l) ,n ' - f k g ,  '
*1
! k , ! - - k , ! I 1!J 71V “ • y
V '
.  ijL
........................................I " !
which proves di Bruno’s formula. □
Table I in the Appendix shows these polynomials, in Bell’s notation (slightly 
modified), for n = 1 to 8.
Now let 0 ( /)  = ^
o
n
d  be a formal power series with 0(0)>0, where
(D
n
denotes the nth coefficient of the power series. Let tt>(/) = lnO(r) so that
/rsO
Then we have:
O d  where O — lnd>
n n n
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Theorem 3.1; (Hsu and Shiue[9], Gesse! [5]) 
There holds the C„ -type representation
0 0 (0 )
f
0 2 0 01
n n\ V 1 2 n /
(3.4)
where 0
In 0 ( /)
. J . .  j  .
, ( l< y < / î ) .  (3.4) is called the C„-type representation of the
formal power series o f 0 (r) . 
Proof:
0 ( r )
Since 0 (0 )  > 0 , we have 0 ( .r )  = ln 0 (O) + l n ^ 3 _  = In0 (0 )  + I n 0 ( / ) - I n 0 (0 ) .
Now we use Di Bruno's Formula(Lemma 3.1) which is given as:
Let
then, taking the chain rule and applying it to the cycle indicator.
n\ f . ' g \  1
<• / \ k> /  \  
g n _
I 1% 71V —  Vayn \  '‘ I
Now let k(.r) = Inx , so (Ao 0 ) (x )  = ln 0 (.r)  = 0 ( . r ) . Then we have
0 ( / )  = A'* o(A = 0 ) ( / )  = k"' => 0 ( r ) .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Applying Di Bruno’s formula to the compositefunction 0 ( / )  = A'‘ = 0 (/)  (so. in Di 
Bruno’s formula we have .4 = 0 , /  = = e ‘,g  = O ), we get
O
n <J{n) •
0
1
r • 7*.
O
- I  [̂ 'L. In (0(0)
- . -*1 r ' 1 -  . -
o o O
I 2 n
0(0)
n\
f - . - \
1
o ^2 O O
V I _2 n /
(and from (2.1))
Corollary 3.2: (Hsu and Shiue[9],[I0])
Let / ( / )  (l < / < /n) be formal power series with / ( 0 ) > 0 .  Then there holds the
C, -  type representation for the product function 0 ( r )  = /  (/) :
(3-5)
' o
n ■ n!
/
1 Î
A A A
V _ I 2 n /
where /  = In / .  Moreover, for all real numbers a . or 0 ,  there exists a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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C„ -ty p e  representation fox 0 ( / )  = ( / ( / ) ) "
o
=  / ( o f  c1 ft
f
a f , , 2ûr A ,-%ncc A
n n\ V _ 1 _ 2 _ n y
. (3.6)
Proof:
(3.2) follows from (3.1), since 0 (/)  = InO = ^ I n /  = ^ / ,  and
O A
k_ _k_
(3.3) follows similarly with 0 (f) = ( /( /))“ . □
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CHAPTER 4
CYCLE INDICATOR REPRESENTATIONS AND 
GENERALIZATIONS OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
Cycle indicators can be used to express the following identities and 
special polynomials by using (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).
Example 4.1: (Hsu and Shiue[10])
Using the generating function 0 (/)  = we can show C„ {1.I.I.---.1) = n!.
I — /
This is equivalent to the Cauchy Identity
V' 1
Proof:
Let o f /  ) — —— — 1 + / + /” + ••• + /" + ••■
I - /
so that
O
n
= I, for all n.
and O(0) = —-— = I . 
1 - 0
t"N»ow tslcc (f) — In. (D f f — In. — — In - -f- -
 ̂  ̂ U - / J   ̂  ̂ 2 3 n
by the Taylor's series.
15
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Therefore O = 1,
O 1 O I O _  I
1 2 2 ’ 3 3 ’ ’ n n
Now by Theorem 3.1,
o ' ,< 0 (0 ) 1 o ,2- O O
\
n ni
V _ 1 _
2 n y
This implies I = —C, 1T.2-—.3 — j = —C„(l.l l) if  and onlv if
ni { 2 3 n J ni
ni= C„(l.U 1).
Now by definition o f C „ ( r , ^  /,*■ --- i/ '
O-tB)
we have
ni
<t(b) k, !k, ! % !
I
n )
Thus
=  1 . 0
Example 4.2: (KonvaIina[l I] and MacMahon[l2]),
A generalization o f Cauchy’s identity by Sylvester shows that the rising factorial 
(p )^ , given by (p)^ = (pX p + 1)-• -{p + n - 1) generated by the function
n\
has a C, — type representation
W .  = Q ( p ,p . . . .p )  (4.2) 
where p  is any Real or Complex number.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Proof:
By Taylor’s Formula, 0 (r) = ( l - r )  " =1 + + P{ P ' ^^ ) {P^ - ) 3̂
Therefore, we get
O
n nl
, and 0 (0 ) = 1.
Now take d>(/)= InO (r) = In ( l - f )  " = - /7 ln ( l - r ) =  +
So 0 0 P
■  '  1
0 P 0
1
= p^
2 = T ’ 3 n
P_
n
Now. by Theorem (3.1), 0
0(0) f
1
- . - 
0 ~) 0 0
n n\ V 1 2 n /
So,
0 1 _  f
= — Q
n nl y ni
and.
ni
O
n
= ^ ^ n { P ^ P r — , p )  or (/?,) =C„{p.p. -  - .p) .
To illustrate:
{p)x = Q { p )  = p
because C, (r, ) = r , ,
{ p ) . = C . { P ‘P)  = P '+ P  = p { p  + l) 
because C  (r,/, ) = r," ,
{p)i  = C j i p , p , p )  = p^ -i-2p+2p- = p{p-h\ ) {p-h2)  
because Cj(r, = rf +3r,r, +2fj .□
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Example 4.3: (Hsu and Shiue[lO])
The Bell numbers, , generated by the function exp(e' - 1) = ^  ^ , can be
expressed using the cycle indicator as
n\
B = C 1 1
0 ! ' l ! '  * (n - l ) !
. (4.3)
Proof:
Given thatO(r) = exp(e' - 1) = X — yields
nl
0 (0 ) = exp(e“ - 1 ) = exp(l - 1) = 1.
Let
0(f) = In0(f)  = ln(exp(e' - l ) ) = e ' -1  = - l  + l+ f+ - ^ f" f- f"► ^ =  r  ^  '  - f - — -
ni 2! nl
since /(.r) = e '  =  l +  x +  ̂ + — — I— . 
^  ’ 2! 3!
Hence, 0 = 1, 0
1 0 1 0
1 2 2 f 3 31' " ■ n nl
By Theorem (3.1)
0
« ( 0 )
f
1-
0
, 2 -
0 0
= - ^ c /
n nl V _ 1 _ 2 n
nl L
, 1  -, _L ^ I '
11 2! 31 nly
1 1
o r i l '  ' ( n - l ) l
, so
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B.
nl
O
n
= — c
l I
n! ”1 O '.'l!' ' ( n - l ) !
After cancelling, 5, = C„ 
To illustrate:
^ 1 1  1 ^
O’/ l ! '  '(n -1 )!^
, the identity for the Bell numbers.
C ,(f, ) - l ,
Cj(f, ) = 1̂  + 2 - + 3 - 1  = 5.□
Example 4.4: (Gessel[5])
The special polynomial H„ , the Hermite polynomials, generated by the function
/  ■' A
e.xp(2rr - f ' )  = X ^ À - ) ~  » can be expressed using the cycle indicator as
r»*0
/ /„ ( r )  = C ,.(2 r ,-2 ,0 ,- .0 ) .(4 .4 )
Proof:
0
nT a k e 0 (f ,r )  = e x p (2 r /- f ‘ ) = X ^ , so that«*0 ^  •
0 (O .r)  = e.xp(0) = 1.
Now let 0 ( f , - )  = ln 0 (f .c )  = l n ( e x p ( 2 r r - f * = 2 rf-r* .
HA=) and
nl
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So 0 = 2 c, 0 = - 1, 0 = 0 , -, 0
1 2 3 n
=  0 .
Now by Theorem (3.1),
0
0 (0 )
/
1
0
^ 2
0 0
\
n n! _ 1 2 n y
So,
= ^ C . ( l - 2 z .2 ( - l ) .3 - 0 .  ■••.«•0) = i c . ( 2 ; . - 2 . 0 . - 0 )  
«.(-)
nl
0
n
= - C ,  ( 2 z , - 2 , 0 , .or / / ,( z )=  Q  ( 2 r , - 2 . 0 . - . 0 ), 
n 1
We can expand to get
H A - - ) = Z r ~ .
2  /
n !(2 - - r  ( - i r
<T(n) ^1  1 ^ 2  1 '•
To illustrate;
//, ( - )  = C, (2 r) = 2c because C, (f ) = f, ,
/ / ;  ( r)  = C, (2 c .-2 ) = 4r* - 2  because C, (f, .r, ) = ff - r / , ,
/ / ,  (c) = C; ( 2 r . - 2 . 0 ) = 8 f ’ -  1 2 c because C , ( f , )  = f," -rZf, + 3 f,f,.p 
Example 4 3 : (Gessei[5])
The special polynomials, Laguerre polynomials, L^~'{z)p, p  >0  ,are generated by the
r f" ^function (1—f) ^exp —̂  = X 4 f ~ ‘*(c)f". and are expressed using the cycle indicator
f - l
as
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n\É^ ^\z) = C „ { p - z , p - l z , . . . , p - n z ) .  (4.5)
Proof:
Let cp(f.r) = ( I - r p e x p  — - = X  A '"" (c)f" ; so.
\ i - \ j
O
n
0 (O,c) = l.
Next
0 ( f , r )  = I n O ( f .c )  = In ( l - f ) '" e x p = - /7 ln( l-r)-rln exp iz
y j
 ̂ f‘ tz ( f* f ’ ^  ̂  ̂ t 'p t  -h p  — -f- p  — + • • • + -----=
r - I
pi  + p — + p —— + z
= { p t - z t )  + ' ^ r - A  '  
1V
+ — À - /O h —
3 )
(since —̂  = I + —̂  = I ---- — = l - f l  + r+ f- 4— )).
f - I  f - I  I - r  '' ’
Therefore, 0 = p - z . 0 _ p - l z— ^ y
0 0
1 2
2 3 3 n
p  — nz
n
Now.
CD
n
nz
= — C , ( p - c , p - 2 r ,- - • .p - r tc )  =
nl
C ( - ) -
So, C , ( p - z , / j - 2 z ,  - ) = n!i;,'’'" ( r ) .
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To illustrate
l! 4 ^ - '» = C .(p - r )  = p - r ,
because C, (f) = f, and
2!Z.','’"‘’ = C ( p - - . p - 2 r )  = ( p - r ) '+ ( p - 2 r )  = p - - 2 p r  + r- + p - 2 r  
= p '  - 4 p c  + p  + c-
because C  (f, .f, ) =f,‘ + f , . p
Notice that (4.8) implies (4.2) with z = 0.
Example 4.6: (Hsu and Shiue[10])
The special polynomials, the Touchard polynomials r„(r), are generated by
exp(c(e '-l))=  (4.6)
and are expressed using the cycle indicator as n!r^(c) = C„ 
Proof:
0 !*1!‘ 2 !.......{ n - l } )
O
n
Let 0 ( f . r )  = exp(c(e' - 1)) = X  • so that
0 (0 ,c) = exp(-(e" - l) )  = exp(-• O) = exp(O) = 1. 
Therefore, we can say
0 (O .r)  = ln 0 (O ,r)  = ln^exp^c(e' - l ) ) )  = ~{e' - l )  = c
= r,(c ), for all n. and
2! 3!
rr*— «/•+■---   -h ' 4“ .
2! 3!
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Thus, 0 0 0
1 2
2 !’ 3
Now, by Theorem 3.1,
"0 '
f
1 - 0 , 2 - 0 0
\
n ni
I 1 2 n y
 C7_ f T c. 2 — .3  n —
n\ ->1 IIj ;  n'.
Hence n!r„(r)=  C„
To illustrate:
= ^n{=)-
O l'lf  2 ! " " '(n - l ) [
l ! r , ( r )  = C,
1 !
because C, (f) = f, and
because C  (f ,.:, ) = f,' + r , . □
Definition 4.1: (Hsu and Shiue[10])
A  sequence of special functions or polynomials |  p„ ( c ) | , defined by
p„ ( c) ?= [f" J / ( f .  c ) , is said to be C, -representable if :
( 1 ) y  ( 0 , - ) is a positive constant and
(2) /
n
= j^t"]ln f { t , z )  has finite expression.
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Similarly, a number sequence or, :=^f, j / ( r )  is called C„-representable whenever
( 1 ) / ( 0 ) > 0  and
(2 ) /
n
= [^f''jln f { t )  has finite expression.
Example 4.7: (Hsu and Shiue[10])
Both |(p )^ |a n d  are C„- representable sequences. .\lso, the Hermite
polynomials the Laguerre polynomials ( r ) , Cauchy’s identity, and the
Touchard polynomials are C, -representable sequences of functions.
Proof:
To see this, recall — = [r '* ] /( f )  where y’(f) = ( l - r ) '^ ,  s o / ( 0 )  = l > 0 .  and we
computed / = —, which has finite expression. 
n
Also, = j / ( r ) , where Then / ( 0 )  = 1 > 0 , and we computed
O
n
= , which has finite expression.
n\
Finally, — wher e = / (O .c )  = e° = 1, a positive
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constant, and / = 0 , n > 2 . / = 2 r . / = - 1 , so /
n 1 2 n
has finite expression, n
Clearly, Corollary 3.2 implies that 0 (f) = [ ^ y  (r) and , or *=0. will be
1 = 1
C,-representable whenever each of /  (i) and f { i )  are C„ - representable.
Now, one can find a representation that includes (4.1) (4.2), (4.3), and (4.6) which are
V* 1
{p)„ = C „ (p ,p ... .p )  (4.2),
B,. =C. 1 1 (4.3), and
0 ! 1 ! ( n - 1 )!
e.xp(c(e' - 1 )) = X  (4.6)
f f* t)
as special cases by considering a kind of weighted Touchard polynomial T^A\~) defined 
by the following:
Example 4.8: The Cycle Indicator and Generalization of Special Fumions:
Let 0 ( f .r )  = (1 - f P  exp(r(e ' - l ) )  = X ( c ) f " -
It is now necessary only to utilize (3.2) with
(D = y  y  , with y  = ( l - r p  and / ,  = e.xp(c(e' - 1)). (4.8)
Apparently (4.8) includes the following particular cases:
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P '( c )  = r(c) (Touchard); 
'  p  + n — Vr<̂ >(o) = (Sylvester);
(Bell); 
7])"(0)= I (Cauchy), c
Remark: (Hsu and Shiue[IO])
Example 4.7 suggests that one can always unify various given C, -  type identities into 
a general representation by merely making use of (3.2) and (3.3).
Suppose that we are given m known C, -  type identities as follows:
(4.9)
-  n\
f \
n
1 7 / f .
\ _  1 2 n /
where /  (O) > 0 and /  = I n / ,  (I = l,2,...,m).
Introducing a generating function o f the form
« ( ' ) = u  (<)r [f,  ( ') f ' ■ ••(/.(O f' (4.10)
with a  ̂ ,ûr,....ûr„ being m real parameters, we obtain
/
■ Î a, - X X Of, , . . . ,n X
\
a,nl 1
_  1
1 2 I n
. (4.11)
Evidently, all the m identities given by (4.9) can be deduced from (4.11) just by 
taking (a, ,a ,,....a „ )  to be (l,0 ,....0 ), (0 ,1 ,0 , .. ..0 ), ...,(0 ,0 , . . . . 0 ,l), respectively.
Hence (4.11 ) can be viewed as a unified generalization o f the m C„ -  type identities.
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This also suggests that one can take (l < i < 1 < y < n) to be the basic
coefficients which are generated from some simple typical functions/  (/ = l....m ).
In this way, representations and recurrence relations for those special function 
polynomials having generating functions o f the form (4.11 ) can be immediately written
down in terms of linear combinations of
j
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CHAPTERS
A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
Example 5.1: (Hsu and Shiue[lO])
A counterexample is as follows:
The Lerch polynomials p„{=) are generated by the following:
0 (f ,r )  = { l-c ln (l + r ) p  (5.1)
This polynomial cannot be represented by the Cycle Indicator. 
Proof:
* f*Using the Taylor Series, ln ( l - r )  = - X  — , 0 (0 ,c )=  1 and
0 ( / . r )  = ln 0 ( f . r )  = - / l l n ( l - r l n ( l  + f)) = aX  —(n(l + f)* = ^ X — -^ X " ——
So
After pulling off their coefficients.
r --r ''
7V -  y
. and using Theorem (3.2),
' 0 ^O (O )
1 - 0 , 2 -
0 0
n nl I 2 n
, we conclude that evidently 0
n
IS a
28
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polynomial in z o f degree n. However, the computations o f O
n
29
show that the number of
non-zero terms involved (depending on n) will increase indefinitely with n approaching 
infinity. Hence, p„ (c) cannot be represented by the cycle indicator. □
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CHAPTER 6
CYCLE INDICATOR REPRESENTATIONS OF 
SHEFFER SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 
Applications to Special Functions: two classes o f special functions, the Sheffer-type 
polynomials and Gegenbauer-Humbert-type polynomials, constitute the major interest 
here, along w i±  recurrence relations o f Special Functions. (See Table 2 for a list of 
Sheffer-type polynomials.)
Example 6 . 1 : (Boas and Buck[3])
Sheffer-type Polynomials p„ ( r )  are generated by functions o f the form
( z ) r .  (6 . 1 )
1**0
where .f(0) = L g (0 ) = 0, and [ r ]g (r ) 5tO.
Note that sequences o f such polynomials p„{z) as defined above, also called sequences
of Sheffer A-type zero, have been treated thoroughly and systematically by Roman and 
Rota[17], using the method o f modem classical umbral calculus (also Roman[16] and 
Rota[18]).
In accordance with (6.1), 0 (O .z) = 1. and
O
k
= [ y ] l n 0 ( f , z )  = p ] ln X ( r ) + [r * ] z g ( r ) ,  ^ = 1,2,3,--.
30
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Thus, the Sheffer-type polynomials p„{=) are C,-representable functions whenever
|^r']lnyf(r) and have finite expression. The following special polynomials are
C„ -representable functions, and their explicit C, -type expressions and recurrence 
relations are easily obtained via (3.1).
Example 6.2:
The Poisson-Charlier special function polynomial (FC)^ (z) generated by the function
»r* 0
(based on the definition of Poisson-Charlier using 0 ( r ,z )  = = X  (-)f"  where
»raf)
.4(f) = e ' . = e ‘'"""') has the C, type expression
(FC)„(z) = (l + r , - r , z  (-1^"' z).
nl
Proof:
Let A[i) = e' and g (f) = ln(l + f ) . Then it can be seen that the Poisson-Charlier 
polynomial is a Sheffer-type polynomial such that
0 (f,z) = .4 (f)e '* '''= e '-e -- '" '"= e '-e""* '’‘ = e '( l  + f)'‘
where
0 (f,z) = v4(f)-e--«''> = X p ,  (z) f"
/|sO
will be the generating function for the Poission-Charlier.
Then,
0
n
= F„ (z) = (PC)„(z), since
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(  r  A  t*— r "4 zI r —— + —— . 
1 2  3 4
, , I'  f
— t  Z t — Z  H Z  i .
2 3
Therefore, 0
I
= IT r
0
7
0
3
0
4
Now, by (3.1),
0
n
0 (0) c.
m
0
1
7  . 0
7
, and
( ^ ^ ) , ( - ) - ~ ^ a  I - ( 1  + - ) . 2 ~ , 3 ~ , 4 ~ . - - -  I =-^C „ (l + r .- r .r .- - - .( - l) " " ' r ) .
All V 2  J  4  y n !  '
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CHAPTER?
CYCLE INDICATOR REPRESENTATIONS OF 
GEGENBAUER SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 
The following special polynomials are C, -representable functions, and their explicit 
C, -type expressions and recurrence relations are easily obtained via (3.1). (See Table 3 
for a list o f  Gegenbauer-Humbert-type polynomials.)
Example 7.1: (Gould[6 ], and Hsu[8 ])
The Gegenbauer-Humbert-type polynomials, P„ {m.z .y .w ) ,  have the generating
function 0 (r .r)  = ( l-m z f  + yf") * (m,r,y,vv')f" .
n»0
The case m = 2, y  = 1, w = A is called the Gegenbauer special function;
F.(2.r.l.y) = c;*’(z).
( For m= 2. I - 2 z f + r ’ = [ l - ( z  + A )r] [ l - ( z - A ) f ] ,  A = -  I .)
It has the C„ -type expression
Ci'"'(r) = (Y, ) = -yC„ i-2Az.4Az* -2A.8Az^ - 6 A-. -) where
Xj  =A ^(r + A)  ̂+ ( r - A ) 'j ,a n d A  = ( r ‘ - l ) .
33
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Proof:
Let O (f.z ) = ( l-2 z f+ f* )  so that
34
0
n
= c l" ’ (m ,z,y. w) = c l" ’ (2,z.L w) = Cl"’ (z)
such that 0 (f,z) = ln 0 (f.z) = l n ( l - 2 zf-i-f') " = - / . l n ( l - 2 zf + f*).
Now. l - 2 z r  + f‘ = [ l - ( z  + A ) f ] [ l - ( z - A ) f ] ,  so
0  = In 0  = -A In [l - ( z  +A )fjl - ( z  -  A)t] = - A |ln ( l - ( z  +A)r)-f-ln(l - ( z - A ) f ) |
'  ( ( r  + A)" + ( z - A ) " ) f "  ^
= - A X ------------------------------. since In ( I -  .r) = ~ X  — (after expanding).
* .r"
Therefore
0
I
= —(z  + A + z - A )  = 2AA. 
n
0
7
=  A^(z +  A)‘ 7-(z +  A ) ‘ j =  A | z ‘ ?  2zA +  A" 7 - r ‘ - 2 z A 4 - A ' } = A (4z‘ - 2 ) .
Similarly,
0
3
= a |(z +A)  ̂-r(z + A)̂  j = A(z  ̂+3z*A + 3zA’ 7-Â  +z' - 3 z*A + 3zA* -A^)
= A(z"’ +3zA *+ Z '’ +3zA ‘ ) =  A z" + 3 z |^ / z ’ - I  | + z'' - h 2 : ^ y j : '  -  I j = 8 A z '- 6 Az.
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By (3.1),
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' 0 ' , 0 ( 0 )
f
1
- .  ■ 
0 7  . 0
Y • •  • • n  *
0
n n l
V 1
7 n y
= — C, ( 2Az, 4Az- -  2A, 8 Az' -  6 Ar, -  ). 
nl
Example 7.2: The Dickson Polynomial o f the 2"** Kind (Hsu and Shiue[9]):
The Dickson polynomials. Z)„(r.ar), are generated by the following function:
2  — ~I  ^
0  (f.z) = -—-—-— r  = X  (z.ar)f" and is expressed using the cycle indicator as
I ~  4  CCt
nl
. and
A = yj:'- - 4 a  . 
Proof:
Since l — = . we have
0  (f .r)  = ln 0  (f.z) = ln 2 - r f
1 - z f  + a t '
= In ( 2  - -f ) -  In ( 1 -  zf +  a f  '  ) = In - In 1 - z + A - I n  1 - z - A
= ln 2  + lnl — In  1 —
- Y
7
ff»l ^
z - A
n
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* t"
because ln ( l—f) = - X  — • 
Therefore
O
n
= 1 %̂—|^(z-r A)" + ( r  + a )"  j  . so that by Theorem 3.1
D„{z,a) =
' o ' , 0 ( 0 ) ^
1 • . 2  • ,n
n n! [ I 2  n 1
To illustrate:
V A '
. 1 ,
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CHAPTER 8
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS AND RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
The following result is well known (Harary and Palmer [7]).
Lemma 8.1;
For the cycle indicators, the following recurrence relations hold:
(f, (f, y--ytn., ) , (8 . 1 )
/«O
where (•) = l.C, (f, ) = f, . and (n) = n (n - l) - - - (n  -  y + 1 ).
This follows from the recurrence relations for Bell polynomials (Harary & Palmer [7], 
Riordan [14]).o
There is a useful re-statement o f (8.1) as follows:
Proposition 8,1: (Hsu and Shiue[10])
For the sequence of special functions { ( z ) } defined by
O
n
= [ p ] 0 ( f ,z ) , ( 8 .2 )
where 0 (f) = 0 (f.z) is a formal power series in t with coefficients containing z as 
a real or complex parameter, and 0 ( 0 )  = 0(O .z) is a positive constant not depending on 
z, the following difference equations or recurrence relations exist:
37
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(« -  Op ,,.(^) = (8.3)
7=0
where the coefficients are given by
^ - 1  ( - )  = (y -^ ( ) [^ '' '] (n O ( f .r ) . (8.4)
Proof:
These are obtained via Leibniz n'*’ derivative formula to the left hand side of the
d  Ô
expression: 0 ( r , r ) — ln 0 (f ,r )  = — O (f.z ). □ 
ct ct
Example 8.1: (Hsu and Shiue[10])
An  application of (8.3) and (8.4) to (4.4), / / , ( r )  = C„(2z,-2,0... .0), yields the 
recurrence formula for the Hermite polynomials:
^,-1 (-) = {:) -  (z). o
Example 8.2: (Andrews[l], and Stanley[19])
C, -  type representations and recurrence relations for partition functions can be 
derived. Consider a formal power series given by the function
0 (f) = r i ( l - f ' = l + X ^ ( " )  where {A(/)} is a sequence of non-negative real
numbers. 0 (f) is a C, -  representable function, so that a kind o f recurrence
relation should be obtainable via (8 . 1 ), (8 .2 ).
Proof:
Since ln(l -  f' ) = X
^ \  
K ~ d j
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®(;) = lnO ( 0  = J ( - y ( / ) ) l n ( l - / ' )  = ±  ^
( = i i€i d ^ \  ^  /r=I ^ \ d  ■ n ' - ^
Vy!"'
From (3.2),
= X  X ' ^ ( 0  — ~ X ~ ^ ^ "*  where D, = X ‘ " ^ ( 0  (substituting i = —).
" d«/In)
0
n
0 (0 )
c
D. _ D, D„
AZ
AZ!
I
f
I- 0 2̂ - 0 7***7
0
\ I 2 J
y« 0
By (8.2), (ai + I)p , .,(z ) = X ^ . . ( - ) p ,- ;( -) .  w herep ,(z) =
}
Rewriting (8.3).
'»'■(") = X ^'"> ( - ) r ( AZ- i - y )  = X^-t (z)r(fz-A:) = X ^
7*0
= X F ) , r ( n - k )
0
AZ
=  A - ( / z ) ,  and by (8.3),
<«1
0
k
So, A, ( r )  = y [ p ] ln 0 ( f .z )  = y 0
. 7 .
In particular. let A(/) = I , D, = X  — Q  (A  . A ,.. . ,Z ) , ), then
iJia) Az!
nr[n) = ^ D ^ r { n - k ) ,  where r ( A z )  is a partition function representing 0 e  number of
<=l
partitions o f A: .□
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As another example, let A(/‘) = z, so D^ = ' ^ d ' , r  (n) = — C, ( /) , ,  D ,, • • -. D J . thus
yiiii n\
nr{^n) = ^ D ^ r { n - k ) ,  where now r (n )  is a partition function representing the number
of plane partitions of n, respectively. These examples have the above recurrence 
relations (Andrews [1], Stanley[19]). □
Example 8 J : (Hsu and Shiue[10])
The last example can be generalized as follows:
Let H be a given set of positive integers, and consider the following function as a 
generating function for p{H.n)  (Andrews[l]) with = 1 :
i€ H
Proof:
Clearly, for the same reasons as Example 8.2,
r \
t e H  J  = l d  ftaO(motii|
!«// V
d )  \ d
I"
= X  cr{H.n)— , where a{H.n)  = ^ d À { d ) .
'laiH m odi) AZ J  n:
leH UeH
By 3.1, 8.2, 8.3, and as in Example 8.2
r (n )  = lc , ( c r ( / f . l ) ,c r ( / / .2 ) , . . . ,o -{ / / .A z ) ) ,
4=1
and letting A(z) = I , A(z) = / ,  the following is obtained:
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p{H, n) = — C„ {a{H 2 \ .. . ,cj{H,n)), and
n\
np{H,n) = ' ^ a { H , n ) p { H , n - k ) .  a (9.5)
The recurrence relation (8.4) has been proved as Theorem 14.8 in Apostol [2], in which 
the generating function 0 ( r )  is assumed to be analytic in the unit disk |r| < 1 . When
A(/) = 1 and H represents the set o f odd natural numbers, (8.4) reduces to Theorem 1 of
Robbins’ result (Robbins [15]).
Example 8.4: (Chen [4], Zeilberger [20])
Consider some basic symmetric functions on several variables:
l£l, Sl.S- Si.Sm
( '̂ 1 -t- ,..., ) — X  X .t • • • .t .
By Waring’s formulas, the generating functions 0 , ( f ) . 0 , ( f ) , - - - .0 „( r )  o f {/z, 
are as follows:
( 0  = Z V "  =exp
/r* 0
and
/f» 0
PA~ P-J' + P ;  ------ , where
5„U.-ï2................................................ « = 1, 2 , ..
Thus, the following is obtained:
0 , (f) = lu 0 , (f) = X — ^ " = X
0 .
n
f",  and
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® , W = t n o , ( , ) = 2 ; ( - i r ' ^ = I
CD,
CD, /  \
Using (3.1), the C, - npeexpressions are obtained:
Also, by using (8.4), C_, (t, = ,
Newton’s formulas were obtained (Boas and Buck[ 3], Chen[4]) as follows:
(« + = X  • and (n + iK ., • □
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APPENDIX
Table 1: Polynomials generated by Di Bruno’s formula 
%
= f l  g z + f z g i
3̂ = f x g z  + / :  ) + / 3 g i
4̂ = A  g , + f z (  4g,g, + 3g; ) + y; ( 6 g ,g - )+/■ 
= / i  gs + / :  ( 5 g ,g ,  -^I0g3g , )
■^A ( IOg]g.‘ ^15g;g , ) + y j ( i ) + y; g-
yi ga + / :  (6 g sg , + I 5 g ,g ,  + I 0 g : )
^  = + / 3  ( I5g4g r  + 6 0 g .g ,g ,  + 1 5 g j)
^ A  { 2 0 g ,g !  + 4 5 g ;g f  ) + y; ( 15g,g"  ) + y; g,"
yi g '  ^  A  (7 g .g ,  + 2 1 g ,g ,  +35g^g] )
^  _ + / ,  (2Ig5g ,-+ 105g^ g,g , +70g*g , + 1 0 5 g 3 g ;)  
+ / ,  (35g4gf + 2 1 0 g 3 g ,g f+  I05g^g, )
+/s  (25g3g," + I 0 5 g ; g / )  + / ,  ( 2 I g ; g f )  + / . g -
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f \  S » + f z  ( 8 g 7 g, + 2 8 g ,g ,  + 5 6 g ;g .  + 3 5 g ; )
+ / 3  ( 2 8 g 6 g '  +  I 6 8 g 5 g , g ,  +  2 8 0 ^ 4 ^ 3 g ,  + 2 l 0 g 4 g ; + 2 8 0 g 3 - g , )
A  =  + A  (S 6 g ;g '  +420g4g,g ,-  + 2 8 0 g jg f  + 840g3g;g , + I 0 5 g 'g ,  ) 
+ / s  ( y O g j g "  + 5 6 0 g 3 g , g ^ + 4 2 0 g : g , - )
(56g3g,' + 2 io g :g ;)+ y ; ( 2 8 g ,g r )+ y ;g '
Table 2: Sheffer-type polynomials
g' ln(l + f) ( ^ 0 , ( 0 Poisson-Charlier
e " " (c z # 0 ) ln(l + r) C ( z ) Charlier
1 I n ^^ '
1 - r
Mittag-Leffler
( 1 - 0 " I n l ^
1 - f Pn[=)
Pidduck
( l - f p ( / p > 0 ) r / ( r - l ) C ( - ) Laguerre
e ^ { À ^ Q) 1 - e ' ( r o ^ ) r ( O Toscano
1 e' - 1 z '.(-) Touchard
i/O + O r / ( r - l ) An{z) Angelescu
( i - 0 / ( i - 0 ' r / ( r - l ) Denisyuk
( l - 3 / ) / ( l  + 20 f / ( r - l ) Adhoc
( l - r p ( p > 0 ) é  - 1 r r * ( r ) weighted-Touchard
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Table 3: Gegenbauer-Humbert-type Polynomials 
P„ (2 .r. 1.4) = ç„{z)  (Legendre)
P„ ( 2. -. 1.1 ) = ( r  ) (Chebyshev, 1 ” kind)
P„ ( 2. r . 1. A ) = Q  ( r  ) (Gegenbauer)
P„ (3 .r.l.4 ) = P’ ( r )  (Pincfaerle)
(-x ) '’ ■ P„ [2 .4 V ^ .l ./n  + l) = Fj"' (.r) (Dilcher)
F„ (2 .r .- l ./«  +1) = Fj"*( - )  (Horadam-Mahon)
P„ (2 ..- .- l.l)  = F ,.,(-)  (Pell)
F, ( 2 . f . - l . l )  = F ,.,( r )  (Fibonacci)
F, (2 .f  .2.1) = 0 , ^ 1  ( r )  (Fermat. kind)
P„ ( 2 . f + 1.1.1) = 5 ,{ r )  (Morgan-Voyce)
P„ (2 . f . a . l )  = F„ (z .a ) (Dickson, kind)
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